The nickel has the beaver, the quarter the caribou
The penny has the maple leaf, the loonie has the loon
The blue nose on the dime is what you’ll always see
The other side of all these coins will always host the Queen

Got a dollar and not a penny more
We’re going to the dollar store
A loonie and a dollar they’re one and the same
But don’t forget the other coins that we have yet to name

Pennies! Nickels! Quarters! and Dimes!
There are so many ways these coins can be combined

Dollars and cents—dollars and cents
Counting money can be tricky
For you and all your friends

100 pennies make a dollar
I learned that from a wise and wealthy scholar
What about nickels?! You’ll need twenty
I think the number twenty will be plenty

Will these 10 dimes do the trick?
Now you’re getting, the hang of it!

You’ll need 4 quarters to make a buck
And that’s what I have so you’re in luck!

Dollars and cents—dollars and cents
Counting money can be tricky
For you and all your friends

Got a dollar and not a penny more
We’re going to the dollar store
A loonie and a dollar they’re one and the same
But don’t forget the other coins that we have yet to name

Dollars and cents—dollars and cents
Counting money can be tricky
For you and all your friends

Dollars and cents—dollars and cents
Counting money isn’t tricky
When you use your common sense

Dollars and cents—dollars and cents
Counting money isn’t tricky
When you use your common sense